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a PUBUC UralJTlES b2MMJSSlUN OF THE STATE OF CAUFQRN~A a_i* . 

dirwtor DATE8 - 
Mwerfcal File 

irQvei?er 30, 1s 
and 

. . 

LYXlWBXa Pacffie Gas 8~ Electric Cquly, Sad2m-n CaUfQrnit Gas 
Ccqsay, Se D%cgo Gas h Electric Company, Scmtfiwest Gas 
Cmporatfon, and C-P. National. Order Anthorizizg Accep- 
tame of. Tariff Schedules and Prssrdures Re&ati~ to u- 
cremmtall P:icfog.to Non-tiayt CPstomcrs : 

. 

ldlZXUS: PACIFIC GAS & tiCTRX COMP' (PW), by Advice Letter 
B0. 1059-G 1 SOUTEZXN CALDORBU GAS CWW (SoCal), by Adder Letter No. U94, 
SAE CT-“seo GAS & EUCTBfC COMPMY (SWZ'), by Advke Letter no. 439-G, SO-ZST 
GAS COXWJRATION (SoWest), by Advice Letter No. 221, and C.P. NATICMJ., (cm), by 
Advice Letter No- 139-6, rrlf fllrd Novuher 1.6, 3.59 have requested r?utfior',sv 
to faplezent a procedure 4 to fUe revlscd tari..ff sheets relatfzg ta .kxrene,--,a 
pricjag puz-mazk to Ti"tle II of the NaWz4 Gas P&&y Act of 1973 (i"JG?A) 2s set 
fort3 on Cal. ?.U.C. Sheets NOS. lOQ3-G to. 1&$8-G, inclusive (X&Z), ~heer,s 
Nos. iS52j-G to 15534-G, Fnclusiv~ (SoCal), Sheets Nos. 2817-C to 2836-f, 
titisive (ScGpr;“), Sheets Nos.1820-G t'o l8264, inclusi~c (SoWest), wxi Shee,ts 
ms. 697-G to ~36, inclusi~ (cm) mat* ~rztae rguma: 

1. The applkabla rates for a3.1 ocn-exegtFndustriJ,boilrr eustmers 
roll be either the FedcFnl alternatim f'uel price ceU,ing established by tae 
Energy Wcn?stion Ad?&&tra%ian @IA) plus sppUcabJ.e taxes, 
re@az tariZfrate,vh.ickm-erprodues the higher bi,ll. 

or the eti~=kg 

2. Ea& 8ppUcebJ.e Cmmercial aad Indnstri.4. Naa=al Gas SerJi,ce ScAedu 
ule w3.l shaW the a~prcqrbte alternative tiei price ceiJ_ing aa veil e.s the c-+_cz: 
regular tari'f rate, the higher of vhicb VFIl beccxne the effective race. 

j. The net Increased rtvc~ue to the utility, ti my, WU be creCitei 
to tile R.xra&ased Gas Adjustse& Artmnt of t&e respective utities ti r;il be 
idmtified -se~e,ratel.y for rate dcfermimtian purposes. 
I. 

4. w acrearred reveatte &.laeted because ef thiq woce*e w3.U. be 
mject to remd to the 8ppUcable gm pipellae 8wplters fn the ewrt thf& this 
protednre far latea rtljeeed by this Commission, as provided by NGPA. 

5. Bege fi.linne! wiU mt raise &y rater, other fhrn 18 herein 
-ted, and the rates will be consistent with those-provided by the NGPA, will 
nc& cause the withdrawal of service, nor conflict with other schedules or ties,, and 

. ._ . 
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caass 
riBEmAs : Even though this procedure 
of customers, 8uch increase will not 

may incl’tast b rate to a certain 
be higher than what the custmer 

othexW.st would have to pay in accordance with Title If of the Eatural Ges 
Policy Act sf lg78; therefore, good cast qptaring, 

rrIso?alEZE=0t~t: - 
. 

1. Authority be grantid under Sections 454, 489, 493, t91, 532 and 
7Ql of the Atblic Utilities Code for Pacific Gas dc Electric Company, Southem 
California Gas Company, San Diego Gas 6 Electric Com-pany, Souttitst Gas COP 
portion and C.P. Rational to place the&r above respective farlff sheets 
into t%ftet as of January 1, 1980. - 

2.3 !The above tariff sheets shalJ. all be marked to show that they 
were approved for fll&xg by Rtsolution.No.G-233&R of the F+&lIc Utilities 
Ccmmission of the Statit of California. The effective date of this resolu- 
tion io 20 days after the date passed and adopted. , 

3. Attached and made a part hereof is Attachment A, an Opinion, with 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and ordering paragraphs, concerning 
the comments by various parties to the advice letters referred to above. 
Attachment B sets forth the Rulemaking Procedure on this matter, 

. . 
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Attachment A 

OPINION ----1-- 

u-1 * 
Res. G-23: 

'Conf. of 5 

1. PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY (PC=), by Advice Le&er No. 1059-G, 

SQUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY (SoCal), by Advice Letter No. Il.*, SAN DIEGO 

GAS & ELEXTRIC COMPANY (SDG&E), by Advice Letter No. 439-G, SOUTHWEST GAS CORPORA- 

TION (&West), by Advice Letter No. 222, arnd C.P. NATIONAL (CPN), by Advice Letter 

No. 139-G, all filed November 16, lYEJ,,have requested authority to implement a 

procedure and file revised tariff sheet6 relating to incremental pricing for 

gas used by non-exempt facilities pursuant to Title II of the Natural Gas Polic; 

Act 0f 1978 (NGPA). T!hc California Public Utilities Commission, by Resolution 

No. G-2334, dated November 3S, lg?g,approved placing the respective tariff sheets 

into effect on January 1, 190, on an interim bas?s pending further action r-+f the 

Commission. These tarfffs are to remain in effect for the duration of Federal Energy 

ReWtory Gommission (FERC) "Phase I" regulations. 

2. FoXowing this action a letter was sent to all persons known to be 

affected by the incremental pricing tariffs or thought to have an interest in the 

matter explaining the impact Of 

copies were mailed. The letter 

1979. 

3a Pursuant to the NGP+, 

were issued by the FERC. These 

Resolution No. ~-2334 (Attachment B). Some 263 

requested that comments be submitted by December 21, 

regulations for Phsse I of incremental pricing 

regulations tie the rates for certain retail customers 

which arc not exempt from incremental pricing to the rate established by the federal 

Energy Inforxetion Administration for No. 6 high rulfur fuel oil. This rate is cslled 

the alternate fuel price and is set on the basis of dollars per millia Btu's. 

Under tbe FERC regulations, those non-exempt customers who are using natural gas for 

boiler tie1 must pay their locel utilities a rate at least as high as the alternate 

fief price in the applicable region. If the tariff rate of the local utility for 

service to the non-exempt user does not equal or exceed the aterm<e fuel price, the 

difference between the two must be collected by the local gas utPlity and passed on by 

that gas utility to its interstate gas pipeline supplier. The net effect of this 

federal program is to make the minimum cost for boiler fuel gas to non-exempt industries 

at least equal to the federal alternate fuel price. 
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4. The NGPA clearly permit8 each state to increase gal rates of non-exercpt 

customers to a level higher than those provided by Title II of the NGPA Alternate 

Fuel Price. The language from the NGPA Conference Report (pages 100-101) 

indicates that Congress intended to allow state regulatory agencies to continue 

to regulate rates of local distribution companies. The conferees stated: 

'A state regulatory agency'could, for example, 

raise prices to be paid by incrementally priced* 

industrial facilities to livels higher than the 

bevels required by this Title. The conferees 

have not mandated such a practice; nor has it 

been precluded. State law is not preempted in 

this case and States may wish to place more 

of the cost of service on to a particular 

class of industrial users. , ." 

Thus, Congress anticipated that some states might wish to raise rates to non-exempt 

customers to levels above the federal Alternate Fuel Price or determine alternate 

fuel charges by B method different than that method chosen by the FERC. 

5. - As permitted by federal regulations California has exercised its option 

to assess rates for industrial boiler fuel customers at levels that are higher than 

the Alternative Fuel Price, The Alternative Fuel Price for March 1980 has varied 

in California between 2i'.$$ and 29.50 cents per therm, based on location. A 

comparison of Commission approved rates to industrial customers for the five 

natural gas utility companies in California with the Federal Energy Information 

Administration (EIA) rates for March 190 are as follows: 

Utility 
As of March 15, 1980 Federal Determination 
Industrial Rate ($/th) ALternative Fuel Price (q!/th) 

SoCal 

SDGa 

SQWeSt 

CFN 

P-l & P-2 P-3 & P-4 

38.649 43.87 

30.14 38.176 

30.51 40.00 

46.14 60.07 

46.773 62.112 

. 

29,60 

29.50 

29.18 

28.13 

27.929 
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The California policy of alternate fuel 

commercial customers haa been a feature 

U-l" 

Res. G-4334_ 

(Conf o 0f 5/2 

co& pricing for large industrial and 

of California's rate'making since before enact- 

ment of 

6. 

Prio* 

utlli-ty 

NGPA in 197843 

The comparisox shown above demonstrates that the federal incremental 

program, as Implemented by our interim Resolution No. G-2334 and the 

gas tariffs filed on I?oyber 1.6, 19’79,‘has had no present impact on 

non-exempt industrial Customers The rates of the California gas utilities found 

reasonable by this Commission 8re in excess of the Federal Allzcrnatire Price. 

The incremental pricing tariffs mentioned fn Resolution No. G-2334 only 

apply should the Ftderal.Alternative Price exceed the rate found to be reasonable 

by this Commission. Should that occur, the surcharge in those tariffs would 

apply. This surcharge would be the reStit of federal action, not. that of this 

Commission, since the surcharge is sttributable to the NGPA and FERC regulations 

flowing from it, 

7.¶ The Commission 'received only n&e responses to its letter in-iiting 

comments. z? only that s% 'U. Cal requested a hearing. U. Cal also protested its' 

lack of notice, me letter explaining the Commission's contemplated incremental 

pricing progreim was not sent to U. Cal sfnce U. Cal is an exempt boiler fuel 

gas customer under Se&ion 206 of the NGPA. Gur prjrmary purpose in disseminating the 

letter and accompanying in.kmatiOn was to reach those gas customers who would 

be directly affected by the proposed tariff. Upon receipt of U. Cal's protest 

the material was.dispatched to them. 

a. &ens, U.S. Pipe, Perro, ?iol.lytex, Glass P.I., GX, and U, Cal objected 

to the fact that gas rates as set by this Commission were higher than the EIA 

Alternate Fuel Price. Resolution Yo. G-2334 is applicable only for incremental 

pricing to non-exempt Customers, 8nd States in Paragraph 2 that "Esch 

applicable Commercial and Industrial Natural Gas Seririce Schedule will show the 

appropriate alternative fuel price ceiling es well 8s the current regular tariff 

rate, the higher of which will become the effective rate." We call attention of 

these parties to Paragraph 4 of this Qpinion. That paragraph cites the intent 

g Except ae to Southern California Gas Company Tariff Schedule No. GN-2 
Alternative Fuel Cost Ceiling. 

2J Owens -Corning Fiberglas Corporation (Owens), United States Pipe and Foundry 
Company- Concrete Pipe Division (U.S. Pipe), Ferro Corporation Products 
Chemical Divisions (Ferro), California Manufacturer Assoc. (MA), Rollytex 
Carpet Mills (ROllyteX), G18sS P8Ck8ging Institute (GLOSS P.I.), General 
Motors Corporation (GM), The Regents of the University of California (U, Cal.) 
and Southern California Gas Company (SoCal), 
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of Congress to allow states to exercise independent judgment on rate design. 

Thus, the federal incremental pricing program with which we are complying does 

not interfere with state ratemaking so long as the state rates equal or exceed 

the alternate fuel price. 

9. (kens and GM question whether rate changes as proposed in Resoluticn 

No. G-2334 comply with Public Utilities Code Sections 451, 453 and 454, which 

require that rates be just, reasonable and nondiscriminatory. Under the Commission', 

proposal the revenue requirement of the gas utility wkll be established in a 

general rate proceeding. The rate levels for all customers, including non-exempt 

customers, will also be set in such a proceeding. This is our traditional method 

of establishing rates, and no objection can be sustained to this procedure,, Next, 

the utilities would file tariffs monthly showing their rates to non-exempt customers 

and the Alternatjve Energy Price esteblished by EIA. So long as the non-exempt 

rate found to be just and reasonable in the general rate case exceeds the alternate 

fuel price established by EIA, there can be no cause for complaint. It is only 

when the monthSy filing indicates the alternate .fuel price exceeds the just 

and reasonable rate, and the alternate fuel price is charged by the utility, 

that there is any concern with the Public Utilities Code sections* 

If this occurs under Resolution No. G-2334 the alternate fuel price 

would be charged, and the excess over the just and reasonable rate set by this 

Commission would be returned to ratepayers by crediting the Purchased Gas Adjust- 

ment Clause. Thus, the utility would be no better off than before. The non-exempt 

customer is not prejudiced by this procedure, since it would be forced to pay the 

charge under federal law if the California rule were not as described, The only 

real question is whether the surcharge revenue goes to the out-of-state pipeline 

or to the California customers. The effect on the utility and the non-exempt 

custaaer does not change. Therefore, the rate is just, reasonable and nondis- 

criminatory in that it complies with California law or is mandated by federal law. 

10. The main area of concern expressed by those responding to the Commission‘s 

letter was rate 

proceeding, and 

The rates under 
/ i ‘W 

fuel price were 

design. Rate design is an issue to be considered in a rate 

the parties should raise any objection to rate levels therein. 

these advice letters would apply only at such time as the alternate 

higher than the rates authorized by this Commission. 
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ll. Owens questions the uncertainty of subjecting the industrial natural gas 

rates to the possibility of monthly adjustments under this resolution. The monthly 

potential price adjustment is part of Title II of the NGPA. We are merely 

matching that requirement. These rates would be imposed by the natural gas pipeline 

suppliers and by local distribution utilities monthly. We believe that it is 

preferable for the rate in California to be imposed by the California distribution 

utility and that our .action is not in'conflict with the federally &posed sur- 

charge on non-exempt customers. It should also be pointed out that by the mechanisn 

any revenues collected from California incremental pricing will go to the "benefit 

of California gas customers. 

12. Owens, U. S. Pipe and GK raised the question of the potential switch of 

gas customers to fuel 

aware of this danger. 

problem at length and 

high sulfur fuel oil. 

oil, or other energy such as electricity, The Commission is 

FERC, in Order No. 50 (Docket No. IW7'9-21), discussed this 

has adopted an alternate fuel price on the low side of #6 

This Commission, in GCAC and general rate proceedings, 

takes testimony on this subject and is concerned with the loss of gas customers 

to oil. It is a matter on which the parties may present evidence in those proceedin 

With respect to electricity, there are a number of energy uses for which 

electricity is not a substitute. Except for the consideration of Cogeneration, 

it is believed that the cost of electricity is higher than the cost of gas for 

many services* The conversion from #2 fuel oil usage to #6 fuel oil to obtain 

a lower gas price is an option for the customer to consider, but one which this 

Commission has sought to discourage by conservative estimation of the price of 

#2 fuel oil. Another consideration as to the need for alternate fuel capability 

is the potential lact of the availability of natural gas from year to year, or 

during peak requirement periods. 

13. Owens points out that there are legal challenges to NGPA control of 

natural gas prices at the burner tip. The Commission is aware of this and would 

make appropriate adjustment to this resolution depending on the outcome of that 

litigation. Another point Owens raises is with respect to PG&E Advice Letter 

No. 1059-G as it would apply to priority classifications P2A & P2B, which are for 

Isn_,_L,“.l.l.T.“.“” -. , I ,..___UI “- 
_ .-.. 
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usage other than boiler fuel. The Advice Letter states that it applies only to 

alternate fuel costs published by the EIA for non-exempt customers. The first 

page of the Advice Letter, Preliminary Statement Part C Condition No, 9 Incremental 

Gas Pricing, and Schedule Nos. G-2, G-50 and G-52 so indicate. The rates apply 

to general service and alternate fuel cost6 for non-exempt boiler fuel customers. 

Generally, industrial customer6 u6e gas for a number of purposes and they are 

classified in the rate schedules according to the predominate usage. 

14. Owens questions that the resolution doe8 not state the amount of gas 

to which alternate fuel pricing is applicable. It ha6 been assumed that it would 

be the volume determined according to the estimation methodology approved by rule 

adopted in FERC Docket No. RM80-16. It is true that the tariff made no reference 

to this fact or to the method of measurement. .The utilities should modify their 

tariffs in this regard. The utilities should also serve copies of 6uCh tariff 

revisions upon their non-exempt customers and other6 who request a copy of the 

Advice Letter. San Diego Gas and Electric tariff schedules fail to define a 

non-exempt customer; this should be done also. 

15. Glass P.X. urge6 6n exemption from incremental pricing under Resolution 

No, G-2334. Certain gas customers, including Glass P-1. are classified as 

agricultural user6 , qualify for an exemption from incremental pricing under Section 

206 of NGPA, Under these conditions such users are exempt from the regulations of 

Resolution No. G-2334 as well. 

16. Another item which Glass P-1. objected to wa6 that rates were not cost 

based. The purpose of Resolution No. G-2554 is to conform to the rate requirements 

of Title IL of the NGPA, 60 as to eliminate P;urcharge absorption capability and so 

retain revenues in California. We recognize that rates related to alternate fuel 

price are not necessarily cost based in the trade mark 6ense of cost accounting. 

This is a function of the method by which EIA establishes the alternate fuel price. 
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17. SoCal raises two questions. One is that Paragraph'3 of Resolution No. 

Res. G-2334 
(Conf. of 5/20/80) 

G-2336, would require that the increased r@vtnue6 associated with incremental 

pricing be credited to the Purcharsed Gas Adjustment @GA) balancing account a6 

a separate entry with distribution to all classes except non-exempt customers 

during the offset period. SoCal points out that the "Reduced PGAt' rate treatment 

provided for by FEW Order No, 49 (mime0 II> provided that all customers should 

benefit by such adjustments. In addition, the present language would make the 
, 

customers rates cumbersome, complicated and difficult to administer. 

118. The "Reduced PGA" come6 about by crediting the increased revenue6 

asrjociattd with the incremental pricing or surcharge from the federal alternate 

fuel price to the PGA. Thereby, the PGA is reduced a6 referred to in Order No, 49. 

Subsequently i66ued Order No. 49A, Section E, contains a discussion of the ZtReduced 

PGA" approach and makes clear that this method-applies only to sale6 made by 

interstate pipeline6 for resale. 

19, This Commission ha6 used it6 determination of alternate fuel price6 in 

setting rates for sale6 in industrial customers. This approach render6 moot 

the concern a6 to whether or not any portion of the "Reduced PGA" is allocated to 

non-exempt boiler fuel usage. 

20. SoCal also criticizes Paragraph 4 of the resolution, which provide6 that 

any increased revenue6 collected under the interim procedure will be subject to 

refund to those customers paying the charge6 in the event that the procedure is 

later rejected by this Commission. SoCal points out that any attempt to order 

refunds under this paragraph would conflict with the incremental pricing regulation6 

promolgated by the FEX, The FERC regulations require flow-through of surcharge 

revenues from the distribution company to it6 pipeline supplier. The Commission 

ha6 corrected the provision , 60 that any money refunded would ultimately go to the 

pipeline suppliers. 

21. Certainly, if this Commission rejected at any time the methodology provided 

in these advice letters the distribution utilities and the aoa-exempt industrial 

boiler fuel users, the FEZ regulations set forth in Grdtrs Nos. 49 and 50 would 

require that the incrementally priced gas be billed by the interstate pipeline 

supplier. Therefore, they would receive the money collected under the advice letter 

tariffs, if this Commission were at some time, to rtjtct.these advice letter filing6. 

U. Resolution No. G-2334 will be adopted in final form as Resolution No. G-2334R1 

. 

,“,_,v..-.,“.-. _, . _..-_ 



FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. 

2, 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a, 

9. 

10. 

Title II of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1.978 and regulations adopted by 

the FERC pursuant thereto provide for incremental pricing of natural gas 

to non-exempt users. 

Comments were requested of parties as to the adoption of Resolution No. 

G-2334. 

Most of the comments by pax-ties relate to gas rate design in general and 

are not germane to Resolution No. G-2334. 

Resolution No. G-2334 eliminates surcharge absorption. capability in 

California. 

Resolution No. G-2334 will be effective so long as the FERC Phase I 

regulations are e:ffective, 

The applicable tariff sheets of SK&E do not define non-exempt user. 

The applicable tariff sheets do not indicate the method to be utilized 

to ~eterd.ne non-exempt gas usage. 

The third paragraph inResolution No. G-2334 should be corrected to 

delete "except non-exempt customers" end provide for the accounting only. 

The fourth paragraph in Resolution No. G-2334 should be corrected to 

provide that increased revenues collected as a result of the instant 

tariffs will be subject to refund to the applicabie pipeline supplier 

should such charges be rejected by the Commission. 

Under this resolution and applicable tariffs related to the federal 

incremental pricing, gas rates do not need to be cost based. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. Incremental Pricing is mandated by Title II of the Natural Gas Policy Act 

of 1978. 

2, Resolution No, G-2334R is consistent with Title II of the Natural Gas 

Policy Act of 1978, 

3. Resolution No. G-2334R is consistent with Public Utilities Code, 

Sections 451, 453 and 454. 

The Commission cnncludes that Resolution NQ. G-2334R and applicable tariffs 

should be approved to the extent set forth in the Order which follows. 
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. 

IT Is ORDERED that: 

. 

1. 

2. 

Resolution No. G-239 its approved and will bc numbered Resolution NO, G+f!+R_ 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company Tariff Sheets filed by Advice Letter No. 

105+G, Southern California Gas Company Tariff Sheets filed by Advice 

Letter Do. 1195, San Diego Gas & glectric Company Tariff Sheets filed 

by Advice Letter No. 4396, Southwest Gas Corporation Tariff Sheets filed 

by Advice Letter No. 221 and CP National Tariff Sheets filed by Advice 

Lcttcr NO. 13% shall be modified to indicate the method to be utilized 

to determine the therms Of gas used for non-exempt purposes by such 

custmers. 

3. 

4. 

San Diego Gas & Electric Company shall insludc in its tariff sheets a 

definition of non-exempt customer consistent with the FERC Phase I rules. 

The filings to be made by Parqgra&6 2 and 3 shall comply with General 

Order No. w andmay be made in not less than five (5) days after the 

date of certification.of this resolution, 

_____ 
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The incremental pricing provisions of the Nature.l.Gas P&Ucy Act of ln8 

(HGPA) require Fnterstate gas pipelines and distribution companies scmed by 
interstate pl~l.ines to pass through certain bigher gas acquisition costs to 
their large industrial boiler fgel custawrs beginning inJanua~,lg80. Be- 

.y, l@O, other types of industrial customers also m;ty be ctxered, 
The large industrial boiler fuel customers (referred to as "non-exempt" or 
"lncrementa.Uy priced" customers) must bea r these higher acquisition costs 
until the gas price to these customers Eaches the level of the cost of titer- 
sate fkel oil ti the region* Only vhen the gas rates of all non-extm@ cus- 
tamers on an titerstate pipeline systemmach the alternate fuel cost cei.Ling 
(determined by the Federal De-bent of Energy) will other customers, ia- 
eluding resfdential and small camercial users, as well as the exempt industrial 
custcopers, have to bear a portion of tit increased acquisition costs. 

Exemption affidavits were smiled by natural gas suppliers to CaU.fortia 
industrial bokler fuel custcaners on October 15, 1979 with a return date of 
November 1, 1979. 

Until Wovember 1, 1980, the fede.al alternate tie1 cost cei_U.ng will be 
set at the level of high sulfur No.6 tile Begiming on Novellber 1, l$%O, the 
titernate fuel cost ceU.z@ M.ll consist of three tiers of prices in each 
region--a high m&fur No. 6 ofl prfce, 
and a No. 2 oil price (most expensive). 

a low snlfur No. 6 price (nore expmsive) 
The ceiU.ng applicable to a partic- 

*LILT non-exempt customer wU. depend on his physical 8nd legal capability to 
burn one of the three types of oil as an alternative to natural gas. 

titerstate pipeline must segregate increztental gas costs and recover these 
costs through surcharges to be billed monthly to distribution companies, vho 
in turn must bfll their non-exeqt industrial custaners on a xmnthlg basis- me 
ammnt of the mxx&~rges vUl depend cm the ;then-existing gas rates to the non- 
exaqrt customers samed directly or Lndi,-tctly by the pipeLine; if those _-Btes 
are equal $0 or higher thsn the alternate fuel cost ceiU.ng each month, there 
wLU. be no wsxxharge absorption cspabiUt$' and hence no surcharges to those 
custaners. The balauce of incremntal gas ;costs which remains after the pipe- 
Isle has billed all of the surcharges it is entitled to col..Aect s~teapide is 
added to the regular P% account of the inucrstate pipeline company to be re- 
covered t&row rates to all of the pipeUze canpany's customers in the no,rzz 
mmner. ti 

Prfor to the passup of the NGPA th& Cmmission adopted a _policy of 
prlc gas to industrial customers at or ncu alternative fael price ~WEJ~S, 
These mtts ere adJusted at six months intervals Fn each gas utility's offset 
cast, based ou evidence of the alteraatt fuel costs (No. 2 aud/or No. 6 fuel 
oil) for the ihdustrial customers. 

-l- 
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321 order to implement the federal rules, the Canmission proposes to 
* adopt a poU.cy to ensure that CLLifcrnfa not be assessed any s~rrcharges at 
J heast until Bovwber b, 190, the period dur4a which only the high aulti 
NO. 6 cc~ling appues, The mesaS for accomplPshing this objective is to 
mal.ut.aio gas rates to non-exempt industrial customers within California at 
or above the federal alternate fuel cost ceiling, which will be changing 
monthly. A tariff that autcmaticalJ.y would charge the higher of: 1) the 
distribution cunpany rate, or 2) the federal ceiUng, consistently will 
result in a %~~Ax.I~I surcharge absorption capability (KSAC)" of zero in 
California and hence no surctige. 

As preticmsly indicated, the NC'i)A requlrwnents mandate surcharges to 
nafzural gas prices for non-exempt customers. These surcharges will occur 
either by order of the regulatoxy authority, such as this Commission, or by 
dLrect application of the RGPA. If this Commission adopts the above pro- 
posed policy, co surcharges xiU be assessed against Califomia industrial 
customers. Additional revenues realized by California utU..ities frm Cd- 
i3orzd.a iudustrkl customers u3.U be credited to the utility's -9.~ account. 

If this policy is not adopted, the FJGPi requires that the results 
surcharge (which would be an amount identical to the additional revenue 
realized by Calif'oruia utilities) be directly credited to the interstate 
pipeLine. 
ficiaries. 

Cut-of-state customers of the pipeline would be the prime bene- 

. 

This policy would achieve the following goals: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

. 4. 

. 

It would further Caifornia's policy of pricing 
gas- to industrial customers at the cost of 
alternative faels, determined as accurately and 
t&n&y as feasible; 

Since rates would be at least equal to the federal 

ce*, no sucharges vould be allocated to the 
State's non-exempt customers; 

Revenues collected from the non-exempt custmers 
would be credited to the utility's PGA account 
rather than the interstate pipeline's account. 
The increased revenues would remain in California, 
rather than being exported out-of-state. 

The procedure camplies with the mandates of the 
8GPA and might be used as the basis for a stata- 
wide exemption fran the federal inc,remental pricing 
regulations, which would relieve the subs~~atial 
aQPinistrative burden on the California gas utilities, 
their non-exmpt industrial custaners, and the inter- 
state pipelFne supplykkg CaUfornia. 

-2- 
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Res. G-2334 
(Conf. of 5/20/80) 

The Cal.$.fom.ia gas utilities fifed advice letters mend% their re- 
specttlve tariffs in accordaqce with the above stated pol+cies. These advice 
letters w5.U. amend tariffs as indicated by Attachmeats B and C, herein, and 
wi.JJ. be submitted to the Cmmission for disposition by resolution (Attachment 
B) at its conference of November 30, 1979. Any rate changes occurlng mder _ 
the proposed taxif? will be collected subject to return to the custczwr 
bLlJ.ed, pending fLna.l dete minatfon by the Cammission of the above policies, 
alter review of coxnentzz submitted by affected custoxuers and other intex-ested 
persons, Rate changes, if required in subsequent months due to chenges in 
the federal alternative f'uel eost ceiling, mu2.d be automatic under the pro- 
posed t~iwff provisions unless rejected or suspended by the Cession. 

. I 
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RESOLrrrION No. G-2334 

--to Executive Dirtctor 
RESOLUTION 

UTILITIES DIVISION 
.______,__---.--*------- 

-ti13lrector 
BRANGH/S~TION: Gas 
DATE; November 30, 1979 

Numericdl File 
-..--.._Alphabetlcal File 

Accounting Officer 

SUBJECT3 Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Southern California Gas 
Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, Southwest Gas 
Corporation, and C.P. National. Order Authorizing Accep- 
tance of Tariff Schedules and Procedures Relating to In- 
cremental Pricing.to Non-Exempt Customers : 

WHEREAS : PACIPIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMP&Y (PG&E), by Advice Letter 
No. 1059-G) SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY (SoCal), by Advice Letter No. ll94, 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY (SIKH), by Advice Letter No. 439-G, SOUTHWEST 
GAS CORPORATION (SoWest), by Advice Letter No. 221, and C.P. NATIONAL (CPN), by 
Advice Letter No. 139-G, all filed November 16, 1979 have requested authoritv 
to implement a procedure and to file revised tariff sheets relating to incremental 
pricing pursuant to Title II of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 (NGPA) as set 
forth on Cal. P.U.C. Sheets Nos. 10490-G to 10498-G, inclusive (PG&E), Sheets 
Nos. 15523-G to 15535-G, inclusive (SoCal), Sheets Nos. 2817-G to 2836-G,- 
inclusive (SXXX&), Sheets Nos.1820-G to 1826-G, inclusive (SoWest), and Sheets 
Nos. 697-G to 7O 3G, inclusive. (CPN) resulting in the following: 

1. The applicable rates for all non-exempt industrial boiler customers 
will be either the Federal alternative fuel price ceiling established by the 
Energy Information Administration @IA) plus applicable taxes, or the existing 
regular tariff rate, whichever produces the higher bill. 

2. Each applicable Commercial and Industrial Natural Gas Service Sched- 
ule will sha- the appropriate alternative fuel price ceiling,as well as the current 
regular tariff rate, the higher of which will become the effective rate. 

3. The net increased revenue to the utility, if any, will be credited 
to the Purchased Gas Adjustment Account of the respective utilities and wiU. be 
identified separately for distribution to all classes of customers except non- 
exempt customers during gas offset proceedings. 

4. The -Commission, through a rulemaking procedure, will seek comments OA 
a rulemaking procedure, from interest&parties dn the proposed tariffs to implement 
incremental pricing before issuing a final order. 

5. Any increased revenue,collected because of this procedure will be 
subject to refundto thcsecustomers paying such charges in the event that this pro- 
cedure is later rejected by the Commission 

6, These filings wiU. not raise any rates, other thanac herewith stated 
which will be consistent with those provided by the NGPA, will not cause the with- 
drawal of service, nor conflict with other schedules or rules, and 

, 
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WHEREAS : Even though this procedure may increase a rate to a certain 
class of customers, such increase will not be higher than what the customer 
otherwise would have to pay in accordance with Title II of the Natural Gas 
Policy Act of 1978; therefore, good cause appearing, 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Authority be granted under Sections 454, 489, 490, 491, 532 and 
701 of the Public Utilities Code for Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Southern 
California Gas Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, Southwest Gas Cor- 
poration and C.P. National to place their above respective tariff sheets 
into effect on January 1, 1980 on an interim basis pending further action of 
this Commission. 

2. The above tariff sheets shall all be marked to show that they 
were approved for filing by Resolution No. G-2334 of the Public Utilities 
Commission of the State of California. The effective date of this resolu- 
tion is the date hereof. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was duly introduced, 
passed and adopted at a regular conference of the Public Utilities Commission 
of the State of California, held on the 
the following Commissioners voting favo 


